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●
Life happens at surfaces, and one of the major
challenges that living organisms or artificial
structures face is the need to control coloni-

zation of their surfaces. Whether the surface is a seaweed
(living) or a heart valve (inanimate), colonization of
surfaces can lead to an array of problems, including – for
living surfaces – death.

The problem is particularly acute for marine and
aquatic organisms. In the sea, living surfaces such as
seaweeds, corals, fishes, etc., are confronted by a
continuous bombardment from the millions of micro-
organisms and eukaryotic propagules that are present in
an average millilitre of seawater. These colonizers cause
disease, degradation, inhibition of photosynthesis,
increase in hydrodynamic drag and many other
detrimental effects. Consequently, marine eukaryotes –
particularly non-motile ones such as seaweeds or many
invertebrates – have evolved a variety of defensive
mechanisms against being colonized. Given the richness
of novel metabolites that are produced by marine
organisms, it is not surprising that one major defence
against colonization is the production of chemical
deterrents.

However, designing an effective chemical agent 
to control surface colonization is not simple, and
colonization inhibitors produced by marine organisms
must fulfil a number of criteria. They must be delivered
to the surface of the organism, they must persist at the
surface long enough to be effective while not being
autotoxic and they must have broad spectrum activity
without selecting for resistance by the colonizers.

● Delisea pulchra and inhibition of bacterial
communication
Our early observations that the red macroalga (seaweed)
Delisea pulchra near Sydney was relatively free of surface
colonization and the knowledge that it produced
unusual secondary metabolites – halogenated furanones
or fimbrolides – prompted
an in-depth investigation
of the role of these
metabolites as inhibitors 
of surface colonization. 
We demonstrated that
these compounds are
encapsulated in vesicles in
gland cells in the sea-
weed, which provides a
mechanism for delivery of
the metabolites to the
surface of the alga at
concentrations which deter
a wide range of prokaryote
and eukaryote fouling
organisms. Inhibition of
bacterial colonization in

these studies was by a non-toxic and non-growth
inhibitory mechanism and the structural similarities
between these algal metabolites and the bacterial
signalling molecules, acylated homoserine lactones
(AHLs), led to the hypothesis that furanones act as
specific antagonists of AHL regulatory systems.

Furanones inhibit AHL-regulated phenotypes in a
wide range of Gram-negative bacteria and their specific
mode of action has now been demonstrated via both AHL
phenotypic bioassays and targeted molecular systems.
For example, furanones shut down AHL-regulated
swarming in Serratia liquefaciens, biofilm development in
Pseudomonas aeruginosa and bioluminescence in both
wild-type Vibrio fischeri and luminescence constructs
(e.g. in Escherichia coli backgrounds). Using these
systems, furanones were found to act on LuxR-like
proteins, the transcriptional activators in AHL regul-
atory systems. This mechanism of action was confirmed
in competition experiments using furanones and
radioactively labelled AHLs, and in studies of the fate 
of LuxR-like proteins subsequent to furanone binding, 
as measured in DNA band-shift and degradation
experiments.

Such interference with bacterial signalling systems
would appear to have profound consequences for both
living and artificial surfaces. As well as inhibiting overall
bacterial colonization of the surface of Delisea, furanones
also have strong effects on species composition. For
example, although Gram-positive bacteria are in general
not common in marine microbial habitats, the areas of
the plant (particularly the apical tips) that are richest in
furanones have an unusual assemblage of epiphytic
bacteria. These assemblages are dominated by Gram-
positive species, in particular high GC species. This
composition may reflect the absence of AHL signalling
systems in Gram-positive bacteria, which minimizes 
the effect of furanones on colonization of these bacteria.
However, the Gram-positive bacteria on Delisea also do
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RIGHT:
Delisea pulchra in the shallow 
sub-tidal region of Cape Banks in
the Sydney region. The red alga
Delisea pulchra is the most
abundant red algal species in the
area.
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not form extensive biofilms after initial colonization.
Preliminary evidence from our laboratories indicates
that this may be due to furanones preventing prolifera-
tion by specific interference in other bacterial regulatory
systems.

● Novel approaches to combating biofilms
We are now using the natural Delisea/epiphyte 
model system to investigate inhibition of biofilms 
on artificial surfaces. Microbial biofilms are ubiquitous
on domestic, industrial, biomedical and other surfaces,
and traditional biocides (strong oxidants, antibiotics,
etc.) are increasingly problematic because of poor
efficacy, non-target environmental impacts or the
evolution of resistance by the micro-organisms. The 
use of natural products such as furanones, which 
target specific bacterial signalling and regulatory
systems, represents an alternative approach. In effect, 

the goal is to mimic what
the seaweed does by
preventing colonization 
or biofilm development,
rather than by simply
killing micro-organisms.
Along with the develop-
ment of novel inhibitors, 
a parallel goal is the
development of novel
delivery systems which 
are targeted to deliver 
the inhibitors efficiently 
at surfaces, rather than in 
a more diffuse fashion 
(e.g. in the bulk aqueous
phase).

Given the importance 
of bacterial signalling

systems to the structure and function of bacterial
communities, we would expect other eukaryotes to have
evolved defences against bacterial colonization that
function via inhibition of these systems. Evidence for 
this is now emerging from both marine and terrestrial
(e.g. sweet pea) systems, and is indicative of the
complexity of the chemically mediated interactions
possible between eukaryotes and prokaryotes.
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LEFT:
Light micrographs of Delisea
pulchra. The upper micrograph is 
of the apical tip, showing the high
density of gland cells in the growing
region (bar, 100 µm). The lower
image is a non-stained transverse
section showing medullary and
cortical cells (bar, 10 µm).
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